Although we are opened, we join the National Mobilization in defence of culture promoted by several Italian museums and cultural centres that are closed today.

We mobilize:
- To support culture
- To grant access to knowledge
- To give new impulse to the development of our country

Culture is the engine of the social and economic progress of the country. Today the world of Italian culture stops to denounce the inevitable choking coming from the financial manoeuvring that penalizes the whole sector.

The law 122/2010 foresees rules that block the process of modernisation and growth of the sector hampering the access to knowledge and the promotion of innovation.

The financial manoeuvring ordains:
- The reduction of 80% of expenses for exhibitions and cultural events
- The blockage in investment of private capital in cultural enterprises
- The prohibition for small towns to get organised with managerial instruments in cultural services

All this brings to: less services • less offer • less employment • less quality

Today we have to rally so that citizens can have museums, more and more efficient cultural services that will be useful in spreading knowledge and in enhancing in real terms our cultural-artistic heritage.

For a competitive country that will produce wealth, value and quality.

www.federculture.it